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1. Introduction
In a dynamically changing global business environment negotiations represent an important
mechanism for facilitating economic transactions. It offers flexibility and active involvement of
the participating parties, which other major mechanism categories, such as fixed price, and
even auction models, lack. In the course of negotiations parties exchange offers in order to
jointly explore the possibilities of finding acceptable solutions. Negotiations involving more
than a single (typically price‐based) issue allow for more degrees of freedom in search for
agreements, which would be beneficial to the negotiators due to the asymmetry of their
preference structures. Properly managed and conducted negotiations promise to maximize the
mutual benefits of the participants and avoidance of situations characterized as “leaving
money on the table”.
Online negotiations supported by electronic negotiation systems (ENSs) allow the parties to
exchange offers over the internet [1]. In addition to enabling anytime/anywhere mode of
interactions, they may also incorporate analytical facilities for supporting negotiators in their
preparation and conduct of negotiations in order to achieve the benefits mentioned above.
This support can range from such tools as those used for capturing and modeling negotiator’s
preferences, to providing active advice and critique, and all the way to complete automation of
the negotiation conduct.
Despite the promises and potentials, the existing ENSs have mainly been used in research and
educational contexts. Catalogues and auctions have been predominantly employed as means of
transacting between businesses and their customers. Could it be that ENSs do not option for
the real‐world economic parties, and represent, as it were, the “phantom meta‐artifacts” [2]?
We do not consider this being the case, and further research is needed into the factors related
to ENS adoption and usage. One possible explanation to the scarcity of real‐life ENSs and
negotiating websites is that negotiations imply a relatively high cognitive load, especially if
multiple issues are involved (e.g. price, warranty, product attributes, shipment, etc.). This load
may translate into a prohibitive cost when day‐to‐day transactions involving people who are
not negotiation experts are concerned. Investigating the modes of human‐ENS interactions, as
well as automation of some structured aspects of negotiations may serve as the key to
promoting ENS adoption and usage. Software agents may alleviate the problem of cognitive
effort by automating negotiation process while working with customers towards an acceptable
deal. Moreover, they can also ensure consistency in reaching negotiation outcomes according
to the set policies.
The purpose of this work is to investigate the prospects of negotiations involving humans and
software agents in order to make progress towards outlining design‐theoretical framework for
agent‐enabled ENSs. The work represents an early stage towards developing components of
design theory for an agent‐empowered ENS (AENS). To this end an electronic marketplace
system called DIANA (Deal‐making system Incorporating Agents in Negotiations and
Auctions) has been built. The system was used in experiments with human subjects in order to
investigate the effects of various agent strategies on negotiation outcomes, with the purpose of
deriving guidelines for AENS design.

2. Related work
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Ever since the publication of the seminal paper by Hevner et al. [3], design‐oriented research in
IS has attracted a considerable community of followers. Works by numerous researchers have
helped to establish the legitimacy of design‐type studies and lay the groundwork for
theoretical approaches to design science [e.g. 4, 5, 6]. A recent book on the subject explores the
similarities between the traditional notion of science and advocates application (with
interpretation) of scientific principles to design science research [2].
We posit that theoretical approach is required to accumulate and apply design knowledge. In
this regard, an ideal formulation of a meta‐artifact should be in form of a design theory for that
class of artifacts. The concept of a design theory introduced by Walls et al. [6] includes both
type of requirements and type of system solution as key components. The development of
these components is guided by the kernel theories. In Gregor & Jones [4] [4] formulation one
of the key components includes “the principles of form and action”, which could be related to
the “type of system solution” mentioned above. These important contributions do not stipulate
the exact forms in which different components of a design theory should be formulated
structurally and dynamically. Vahidov [7] has proposed a representational framework for
design researcher’s meta‐artifacts that includes analytical, synthetic, technological, and
implementation layers. Carlsson (2005, p.) has introduced the notion of technological rules to
represent design knowledge. The form of such a rule could be expressed as: “If you want to
achieve A (outcome) in Situation B (problem) and C (context) then something like
action/intervention D can help because E (reason)”. In this work we present a number of such
rules for the design of AENS, which are derived from the results of our experiments. To this
end we first need to investigate the related work in electronic negotiations involving software
agents.
Research on automated negotiations involving software agents has been extensive [8, 9]. While
thorough coverage of the past work in the area is well beyond the scope of this paper, we will
review the representative publications in the context of business exchanges. One could
categorize these in accordance with the context of interactions (i.e. C2C, B2B, B2C), and the
extent of automation.
One well‐known early work in this direction was the construction of the Kasbah electronic
marketplace [10, 11]. Targeting primarily the C2C domain the marketplace allowed human users
to configure agents, which would then be sent to the marketplace to negotiate with each other.
Three types of agents ranging from competitive to the conceding ones were provided.
Negotiations included a single issue, i.e. price. In B2B applications software agents have been
proposed for automating various aspects of supply chain management. For example, in [12] an
agent‐based architecture has been proposed for dynamic supply chain formation. The agents
acting as brokers representing various entities within supply chain negotiated agreements with
each other in building up the chain.
There has also been work targeting the B2C transactions. In [13] the authors proposed an
agent‐based architecture for automated negotiations between businesses and consumers. The
buyer agents incorporated such components as searcher and negotiator, while seller agents
featured negotiator module whose strategy was set by the sales department. It has been argued
by many that complete automation of real‐life negotiations, in particular in business contexts
does not seem to be a viable solution (e.g. [14]. Automation in general is applicable only when
tasks concerned are well‐structured, which is rarely the case in many business situations.
However, since efficient policies can be set for multiple daily interactions with the customers
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regarding the sales of products and services, it seems that a relatively high level of automation
may be feasible.
While the work reviewed above concerns fully automated negotiations, there has been some
research into sharing responsibilities between human negotiators and negotiation agents. In
[15] a system has been proposed where agents actively supported human decision making in
the negotiation process. An agent advised the human user on the acceptability of the received
offer, helped with the preparation of the counter‐offer, and critiqued offers composed by the
users when it deemed necessary to intervene. [16] proposes an agent‐based architecture with
the purpose of multiple negotiation management. In this architecture a fleet of agents
negotiated deals with customers. These negotiations were monitored by a coordinating agent,
which‐‐based on the analysis of situation‐‐instructed the negotiating agents to modify their
strategies and adjust reservation levels within the limits of its authority. The overall process
was monitored by a human user who could intervene to make changes if necessary.
The current work aims at informing design of electronic agent‐populated marketplace and
investigation of software agents’ performance as compared to human‐human dyads while in
multi‐issue negotiations. Various types of agents following different strategies have been
configured for the comparison of their performance.

3. Architecture of DIANA and configurations of agents
Kersten et al. [17] proposed a general framework for electronic marketplaces involving humans
and software agents called Shaman. The design of DIANA system has been inspired by this
framework. Figure 1 shows the simplified architecture of DIANA, focusing on its negotiation
support facilities. Negotiation case library stores information on different negotiation cases,
including such specifics as the subject of negotiations, issues involved, options for the discrete
issues, and other details. The cases can be created by the system administrator. Negotiation
engine uses the information from the case library to manage the exchange of offers and
counter‐offers between the parties. The negotiating parties could be both humans or mixed
human‐software agent dyads. The analytical toolbox allows modeling of preferences and
evaluating received and prepared offers in terms of their overall utilities. These could be used
both by humans, as well as agents in the process of exchange. A human user may be the
principal of the agent who delegates the task of negotiation to the agent. In this case the
principal has to configure the agent to specify its behavior.
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Fig. 1 Overaall architecturee of DIANA

Agentts can be con
nfigured, in part, by specifying the cconcession sschedule theey must follo
ow. In
our exxperiments, we have ch
hosen to use five differen
nt concessio
on scheduless, three of w
which
were similar to those
t
used in Kasbah experimentss (Chavez eet al. 1997). These inclu
uded:
compeetitive, neuttral, collaborrative, comp
petitive‐then
n‐collaborativve, and tit‐ffor‐tat strateegies.
The co
ompetitive agents
a
(CM) tend to mak
ke smaller co
oncessions in
n terms of uttility of geneerated
offers in the begin
nning of thee negotiation
n period. Ho
owever, as th
hey approacch the end o
of the
period
d, they would
d start makin
ng larger con
ncessions in search of an
n agreement (figure 2).

Fig. 2 Competitive
C
sch
hedule

NT) dictatess that an agen
nt concedes the constan
nt amount off utility regarrdless
Neutral strategy (N
d, i.e. the con
ncession schedule is lineear (figure 3)). Collaboratiive schedulee (CL)
of the time period
impliees making larrge concessions in the veery beginnin
ng of the neggotiation perriod in search
h of a
quick agreement. This repressents the caase where aan agent is anxious to sell the pro
oduct.
Howevver, as the agent
a
quicklyy drops the utility
u
close to the reserrvation levelss, it cannot make
large concessions
c
later in the process
p
(figu
ure 4).
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Fig. 3 Neutral sched
dule

Fig. 4 Collaborative
C
scchedule

petitive‐then‐‐collaborativve schedule (CC)
(
modelss more comp
plex behaviorr of the agen
nts. In
Comp
the beeginning of the process an agent beehaves comp
petitively, ho
owever, in tthe middle o
of the
negotiiation period
d it changes its profile to
o a collaborattive one. Thu
us, there is aan inflexion point
in an agent’s
a
sched
dule (figure 5).
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Fiig. 5 Competitivve‐then‐collaboorative schedulle

The reeason for introducing th
his strategy is to imitatee the situatio
on when an agent’s beh
havior
adjustts due to th
he overall situation in the markett (e.g. the p
product is n
not selling w
well).
Moreo
over, the CC
C schedule allows
a
introd
ducing less p
predictable n
non‐obviouss behavior, w
which
may be
b characteristic of hum
man negotiattors. (Little ccircles appeaaring on thee screenshotts are
used to
t graphicallyy define the shapes of th
he curves.)
The fiinal strategyy used is tit‐for‐tat. Thesse agents do
o not rely on
n utility calcculations. Raather,
they watch
w
the op
pponent movves and simp
ply mirror theem in compo
osing counteer‐offers. In other
wordss, when an opponent maakes a new offer
o
an agen
nt determinees the differeence between
n this
offer and
a the prevvious one maade by the opponent,
o
an
nd applies th
he same diffe
ference to itss own
offer. If, say an opp
ponent made a large chaange to a pricce, the agentt would do th
he same.
The agent followss the following algorithm
m. In the beeginning of tthe process it makes an offer
that has
h highest utility
u
to an agent.
a
It theen waits for tthe opponen
nt to respond
d. If an oppo
onent
agreess, the processs terminates. If an oppo
onent make s a counter‐‐offer the ag
gent calculattes its
accepttable utility level according to the co
oncession scchedule emp
ployed. If thee opponent’ss offer
is equ
ual or higher than the accceptable utillity, the agen
nt accepts th
he offer. Oth
herwise, the aagent
generaates a new offer accordin
ng to the accceptable utiliity level. It taakes the opp
ponent’s offeer as a
startin
ng point, and
d employing
g hill‐climbin
ng algorithm
m changes it to get closee to the set u
utility
level. This heuristtic method iss used insteaad of analytiical one, sin
nce most of tthe issues arre not
contin
nuous variab
bles. It then sends
s
this off
ffer to the op
pponent.

4. Experime
E
nts
The negotiation
n
case
c
develop
ped for the experimenta
e
al study conccerned the ssale of a dessktop
compu
uter. There were
w
five issu
ues includin
ng the price, type of mon
nitor, hard drrive, service plan,
and software
s
loaaded. Each option for each issuee had a corresponding
g level of u
utility
(attracctiveness), th
hese levels being
b
different for the bu
uyers vs. selllers. In ordeer to calculatte the
total utility
u
of the offer the isssues were assigned differrent weightss. These weree then used in an
additivve utility fu
unction to esstimate the level of attrractiveness o
of an offer. Agents used
d this
inform
mation in ord
der to decidee on the acceeptability of tthe received
d offers and g
generate offeers.
All ag
gents acted on the selller side, an
nd they werre not awarre of the bu
uyers’ preferrence
structures. The weights
w
were slightly diffferent for seellers than b
buyers to faacilitate trad
deoffs,
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which have been considered one of the key integrative negotiation characteristics [18]. Thus,
agents would decide on the utility of the next offer first, according to their concession
schedules, and then generate the corresponding offer.
In the current work we were interested in the objective outcomes of agent – human
negotiations, as well as subjective variables capturing human perceptions of the process,
outcomes and system. The measured variables included the utility of the agreements, and the
proportion of agreements achieved. These relate to the economic benefits of agent‐human
negotiations.
The subjects in the study were university students enrolled in the introductory course on
information technology. Thus, the negotiation case was well in line with the learning
objectives of the course. The treatments included pairing up the subjects with various types of
agents described in an earlier section. We also paired up humans with humans in a control
group.
The experiment was conducted via the web, whereby subjects could perform their tasks from
any location in an asynchronous mode during a two‐day period. The subjects were invited to
join the negotiations via email containing the link to the system. Negotiations began by sellers
making the first offer. The agent sellers then checked for the status of negotiations at fixed
intervals of time (every 3 hours). At those points of time, if they have not received new offers,
they would wait until the next period of time elapsed. If an offer was received they would
evaluate it and would either accept it, or would make a counter‐offer.
Human subjects were free to terminate the negotiation at any time without reaching an
agreement with their counter‐parts. Upon the completion of the experiment the subjects were
asked to answer: “I was negotiating with: 1) a human; 2) a computer: 3) not sure.”

5. Results
For the analysis of the results we have selected only those negotiation instances, which
featured at least four offers in total. The rationale for this decision was to include only those
cases where the subjects took the task seriously. Thus, we ended up having 436 usable
negotiation instances. Of these, 65% ended up in an agreement, while in 35% of cases the
agreement was not reached.
Figure 6 shows the results of the question related to whether the participants guessed correctly
if they were negotiating with humans or computers. The left side shows the results from
human‐agent dyads, and the right side shows human‐human ones. The leftmost bar in each
group indicates the number of responses that read “human”, the middle one relates to
“computer” responses, and the last one shows “not sure” responses.
As one can see, the majority of subjects in the agent‐human dyads were not sure if they were
interacting with the humans or agents (183 responses). This was followed by the group of
subjects who had thought they were negotiating with other humans (114). The smallest group
consisted of those who guessed correctly that they were interacting with agents (65). It is
interesting to note that some subjects in the human‐to‐human dyads thought they were
interacting with a computer (2 out of 30).
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Fig.. 6 “I was negottiating with…” agent
a
‐ human d
dyads vs. humaan – human dyaads

The distribution
d
of answers depended on the typee of the aggent strategyy employed
d. For
examp
ple, in com
mpetitive‐then‐collaborattive categorry much larrger proporrtion of sub
bjects
thought they weree negotiating with a hum
man counterr‐part as com
mpared to th
hose who haad an
impression they were
w
dealing with a mach
hine (25 vs. 8
8). This can be explained
d by the factt that
CC co
oncession sch
hedule resultts in more co
omplex behaavior, less ob
bvious behavvior that cou
uld be
more readily ascribed to humaans, rather th
han machinees. Similar, tthough less p
prominent reesults
were obtained
o
in competitive agent categ
gory (33 vs. 115). On the o
other hand, the collaborrative
catego
ory was the only
o
one wheere the numb
ber of “humaan” vs. “machine” respon
nses was equ
ual (21
each).. Perhaps, th
he subjects exxpected theirr human cou
unterparts to
o be more co
ompetitive, rrather
than conceding.
c
Table 1 shows thee proportionss of agreemeents for diffe
ferent compo
ositions of d
dyads. The laargest
proportion of agreements waas reached in
n the collabo
orative agen
nt category. This an intu
uitive
result,, since collab
borative agen
nts make larrge concessio
ons early in tthe negotiattions processs, and
thus they have a higher
h
chancce of making
g a deal with the human counterparts. It is intereesting
to seee that humaan‐to‐human
n dyads havee a second‐llowest recorrd in terms of proportio
on of
agreem
ments made. Thus, the majority
m
of agent‐involv
a
ved dyads haave reached m
more agreem
ments
than purely
p
human dyads.
Comp
petitive agen
nts were ablle to reach an agreemeent in 53% of cases. C
Competitive‐then‐
collab
borative agen
nts have mad
de agreemen
nts in 75% o
of cases, falling between
n the CL and
d CM
catego
ories, but hig
gher than neeutral catego
ory. The low
west numberr of agreemeents was ach
hieved
in tit‐‐for‐tat categ
gory. This iss the only ag
gent strategy
gy that does not employy utility funcction,
and, thus
t
it does not necessarrily drop its utility level to the miniimum toward
ds the end o
of the
period
d. Overall, ag
gent‐human pairs achievved agreemeents in 66% of cases vs. 50% exhibiteed by
HH dyyads.
Table 2 comparess the utilitiees of reached
d agreementts for sellerss and buyerss across diffferent
catego
ories. In hum
man‐human dyads the seellers achieveed much low
wer utility leevels than bu
uyers.
This could
c
be explained by th
he adopted reeference fram
mes. Since b
both sellers aand buyers in
n this
catego
ory were und
dergraduate student subjjects, they teended to shift the price llevels downw
wards
to what they conssider to be acceptable reegions. Noneetheless, as iit can be seeen from the ttable,
the hu
uman sellers had reached
d the lowest levels of utillity.
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Table 1. Proportions of agreements

Category

Agreements,
%

All agent categories

66

Competitive

53

Neutral

70

Collaborative

82

Competitive‐
collaborative

75

Tit‐for‐tat

43

Human‐human

50

The highest average utility was achieved by tit‐for‐tat agents (72.4). However, as already
mentioned, they performed worst in terms of proportion of agreements reached. In terms of
proportion of agreements the competitive agents have performed slightly better than human
sellers. However, utility‐wise these agents have considerably outperformed their human
“colleagues” (63.2 vs. 35.9). Collaborative agents did only slightly better than humans, reaching
36.5 utility. However, they had much higher proportion of agreements. Competitive‐then‐
collaborative agents have reached the average utility level of 40.4, and the neutral ones had a
slightly higher value of 43.8. Overall, agents did better than human negotiators (46.8 vs. 35.9).
Table 2. Utilities of agreements

Category

Seller utility

Buyer utility

All agent categories

46.8

65.6

Competitive

63.2

44.9

Neutral

43.8

69.7

Collaborative

36.5

79.0

Competitive‐collaborative

40.4

71.9

Tit‐for‐tat

72.4

36

Human‐human

35.9

73.0
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In addition to dividing agents into various above configurations we have also had two versions
of their algorithms for generating offers. Passive agents generated their offers without taking
into account the opponent’s counter‐offer, while reactive agents took the opponent’s offer as a
starting point and tried to modify it to fit the desired level of utility. As the results indicate,
reactive agents were able to achieve 72% agreement rate, while the passive agents only
managed to secure 64% rate. This difference was significant, while there was no significant
difference in the utilities of agreements.

6. Design implications
The results show that employing agents in the majority of cases lead to superior results as
compared to using human negotiators. The findings also allow us to draw blueprint for the set
of design guidelines for the AENS in form of technological rules [19]. The rules, to remind, have
the form “If you want to achieve A (outcome) in Situation B (problem) and C (context) then
something like action/intervention D can help because E (reason)”. In our case, the problem
on hand is agent – to human negotiation. The reasons for these rules derive from the results of
the experiments. Thus, we end up with context/outcome/intervention components. The
following text summarizes the empirically supported rules.
1.

Overall, taking into account counter‐part’s offers while generating counter‐offers
lead to increased likelihood of agreements. In other words, being adaptive to the
opponent pays off.
2. If you want to achieve higher agreement utility, when number of agreements is not
of primary concern, use competitive strategies for your agents. For example, in the
absence of considerable competition, competitive strategies pay off.
3. If you want to achieve high proportion of agreements, while the utility can be
somewhat sacrificed, use collaborative strategies. This could be the case when the
competition is high, or the negotiator wants to maintain relationships with the
counter‐parts, or has excess resources, and under other circumstances when the
transaction is very much desirable.
4. If the desired outcome/context may change during the course of negotiations,
dynamically adjust the strategies.

If it is important that human counter‐parts should not guess that they are interacting with a
counter‐part use complex or dynamic strategies. This rule is supported by the finding that in a
relatively complex compete – then collaborate scenario the human counter‐parts were least
convinced that they are negotiating with a machine.

7. Conclusions
The purpose of this study was to make a progress towards the design an agent‐populated
marketplace, experimentally investigate the promises of agent‐human negotiations in B2C
context, and outline rules that could guide the design of AENS. To this end various types of
agents were configured to conduct negotiations with human subjects. The question of whether
humans were able to tell if they were negotiating with machine has important implications,
since if they did they would be, in principle, able to predict the opponents moves. Findings
indicate that, in most cases, the subjects were not able to make a correct guess. This is
especially true when agents employed a complex concession pattern, i.e. compete‐then‐
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collaborate.
In regards with the outcomes the results show that human negotiators performed worst as
compared to agents in terms of utility of agreements. They were also second worst in terms of
number of agreements. One possibility for future work could be conducting experimental
studies where agent and human negotiators could add issues in the course of negotiations.
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